
 

 

Hugging the lamppost till the train passes. On ecocide, 

haunting and (self)destruction.  

 

This was read out while a power-point of about 100 slides played on a screen 29 Oct 2016, 
Stockholm. Stories of the Anthropocene Festival. Thanks to all the organisers and 
participants. 

 

 

 

My work  involves  creatively researching and  writing about nature – culture – ecocide - non-

human agency - anti human exceptionalism – water, place,   memory, home, landscape – and  

loss of home landscape  and nature - and being haunted - traumatized  by such. 

 

This a narrative of loss, and concern, and reflection on aspects of ‘stories of the Anthropocene’.  

 

I dreamt about the farmhouse again. One of a series, I have multiple series of dreams, about the 

house and the farm. The garden, once full of lawns and trees, and strange old sheds, and beds 

where my dad grew vegetables, my mum siting in the sun to read, where I played football with 

much bigger brothers  has been paved over. But the ground undulates as we move, like walking on 

a water bed as we approach the door. We companions and I, look round the ancient farm house – 

once dense with generations of stuff and conversations and arguments.  Now empty, and echoy,  

and with a fresh new build plaster and paint smell. My friends comment positively. I go into an 

empty bedroom - which room was this? Whose was it? I look out the window - all the farm which 

use the be in view  - the barns, the fields, the streams the orchard is lost to houses and roads . 

And I start cry. And I wonder, as I walk back down stairs to join them, .should I let my friends see 

that I am crying?  

  

The traffic in Bristol is terrible. It just feels like too many people and their machines clogging up in a 

broken, drab infrastructure. The poisonous, futile ruination that is  modernity. It frustrates and 

angers me. But also I am just impatient for movement. My dad - a farmer as well as gardener was 

too. He chivvied and chided all – all the time – people and animals.   

 

So -  get the train. A small non-staffed station on the edge of the city. Only local trains stop there. 

The main-line trains pass through at high speed - if not full speed. Just a few arm lengths away. 

The noise, the force, the mass, the crash of displaced air, is palpably shocking.  
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Probably every time, I don't actually think of doing suicide - as an act,  but I think of the possibility 

of it -  the very easy availability of it. Just three, decent, brisk, brave strides – then its all over. (I  

also briefly think of  train driver welfare). The approaching track - coming west from Bath -  is a 

bend - so the through  trains  appear quite suddenly,  heading -  it seems - straight for one on the 

platform, very fast.  

 

I am pretty damn sure I am not going to step in front of it. But, as I am standing by a lamp post on 

the platform, just in case  - I hug it tight until the train has passed. I don't think the handful of other 

travellers on the platform notice. 

 

Another series of dreams was of the main South Wales to London railway line running through the 

farm – the amazing place where we grew up. Strange trains with strange cargoes.  It was an old 

farm – even ancient - with small fields, some wet – full or king cups, orchids, herons, lapwings, 

cuckoos  and reens,  and woods and a fragment of green-lane, and old barns, and sheds full of 

100s of years of dust and smells of harvests and sweat. And all the teeming  livestock and clunking 

machines and farm hands and family members and dogs and cats.  

 

It is all gone now –  just about every square inch of it under huge housing estates that form the 

eastern suburbs of Cardiff. Just a few standard trees remaining - ghosts of the previous 

geography. And the house itself, now - 3 flats. Our farm, and two neighbouring farms, that of my 

cousin and grandfather were compulsorily purchased by the state. 

 

I know what is like to lose loved place, home-land, nature. To witness it being ripped up and torn 

down,  paved over. As so so many others do. I might be in a minority in terms of successful middle 

class modern humans who have been through this so immediately. 

 

We stayed in the farmhouse while the development of the farm closed in around us. I was in my 

late teens – just getting a bit environmental and arty – I took photographs of it all. Many of these 

photographs remain just as negative transparencies  - kind of ghostly presences themselves. And,  

as in the old house,  in our new house - photos are just scattered in boxes  and draws  - many 

many boxes of stuff – letters – scrap books – things - a kind of material ecology of half lost 

memories. But I so mourn not taking many more of the fields and land itself. 

 

I think about the ecocide crisis, the mass extinctions – the despoliation of ecosystems,  and 

cultural systems,  every day, and probably every waking hour of every day. The feelings I get when 

REMEMBERING losing the farm are reactivated, (and vice versa) I live in semi-permanent  state of 

adrenalized flight/panic mode. I am not very good at breathing.  

 



 

 

I know I am part of – we  (modern humans) are all part of -  a devastating tragedy like no other - 

taking place right here right now.  

 

It not just about losing home place nature and land. It is about losing self. As Iain Sinclair wrote 

about the changes wrought on East London for the Olympics – linking it to the mental travails of 

the pastoral poet John Claire  

 

“Clare, as a child walked beyond his knowledge, beyond what he knew, only to find 
that he no longer knew who he was because the birds and the trees didn't know him. 
This is what I feel about this landscape. I've walked out into it so often that it accepts 
me. Bits of stone and river accept me, and I know myself by that. If the landscape 
changes, then I don't know who I am either. The landscape is a refracted 
autobiography. As it disappears you lose your sense of self”.  

 

I don't consider (my) personal happiness, and self fulfilment, a possibility, a right, or  even a 

desired goal. Indeed I see these very much as part of the problem in terms of the modern liberal 

self.  

 

Who are we? 

 

The Invisible Committee have stated 

 

“Two centuries of capitalism and market nihilism have bought us to the most extreme alienations – 

from ourselves, from others, from worlds. The fiction of the individual  has decomposed at the 

same speed that it was becoming real.”  It’s with an entire anthropology that we are at war. The 

very idea of man” (The Invisible Committee 2009: 16) 

 

They describe what Guattari terms the ecocide of the three ecologies –ecology as in biodiversity, 

the ecologies of non-modern cultures and the physic ecologies of the self that stand in the constant  

storm of pernicious narratives from political and theocratic ideologies, modern knowledge – 

science, and of course capitalism.  

 

The physical and mental health stats in the U.K. Are shocking 

 

There is a mismatch between the idea of the modern liberal self (and city),  the self that can be 

maximized, glorified, indulged towards a happy and “successful” life,  and the catastrophic 

consequences of the aggregate actions of all those together.  

 

As Stengers said...in Catastrophic Times 

 



 

 

 

We do know one thing: even if it is a matter of the death of what we have called a civilization, 

there are many manners of dying, some being more ugly than others. I belong to a 

generation that will perhaps be the most hated in human memory, the generation that “knew” 

but did nothing or did too little.  But it is also a generation that will avoid the worst – we will 

already be dead. I would add that this is the generation that, thirty years ago, participated in, 

or impotently witnessed, the failure of the encounter between two movements that could, 

together, perhaps have created the political intelligence necessary to the development of an 

efficacious culture of struggle – those who denounced the ravaging of nature and those who 

combated the exploitation of humans. In fact, the manner in which large environmental 

movements have adhered to the promises of “green” capitalism is enough to retroactively 

confirm the most somber of suspicions. But the retroactive justification should not erase the 

memory of a missed opportunity, of a blind division from which the capitalist sirens haven’t 

failed to profit. Capitalism knows how to profit from every opportunity. (2015:  p. 10-11). 

 

I have great sympathy with the both solaces and challenges of deep time. I have discussed with 

students the notion of deep time in relation to things like snowball earth, and the obvious fact that 

all humans, all life on the planet will dwindle – or crash -  to zero - and the seas boil away as our 

middle aged sun become a red giant - - so vast in the end that the earth’s current orbit will be 

within its body.  

 

In the deepest time earth life came from nothing and will go to nothing with many waxing and 

warnings and transformations of forms in between.  

 

But I think deep time is inimical to eco-social ethics and politics. On that scale none of our 

concerns and joys mean anything. The scales we need to work to are ecological times which is the 

time of  evolution and human development and species and habitats flourishings and destructions.   

 

What have we done in the last 10,000 years since the advent of agrarian cultures – the very start 

of certain forms of property, capitalism and ecocide?  As Harari say in Sapiens: A Brief History of 

Humankind, that was the birth of a tragedy that is still playing out. What we are seeing can be 

understood as the outplaying of certain minor turbulences in the material flows of deep time. But 

those turbulences are vast and catastrophic when seen in ecological time. 

 

I tried this line of thinking  - so we have ushered in the 6th great extinction. Each great period of 

extinction implies a new flourishing – a new configuration of Gaia in terms of ecosystems, habitats, 

species. We are only here – one assumes  - because the last great – most likely asteroid strike 

induced  - extinction ‘cleared  the way’  for  The Cenozoic Era – ‘ the so called age of the 



 

 

mammals’ Maybe the earth needs a bio-reset every now and again and something triggers it – this 

time its modern humans. All things die and all species die. So it is just a matter of timing. But that 

does not really work as comfort, it is our Gaia family we are destroying in ecological time 

 

There is of course s good a chance the future will be microbial or fungal or tectonic or full 

blue – earth, the opposite to snowball earth. 

 

I had the WWF 2014 State of the Planet Report pinned to the top of my Twitter   

 

“Population sizes of vertebrate species—mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, and fish—have 

declined by 52 percent over the last 40 years. In other words, those populations around the globe 

have dropped by more than half in fewer than two human generations.” 

 

A new version was released a few days ago. It’s worse still. 

 

Here is another way of numbering the tragedy 

 

– “10,000 years ago free living animals made up 99% of the (fauna) biomass – and 

human beings –  we only made up 1% of the biomass. Today 10,000 years later, 

which is only a fraction of time, we human beings and the animals we own as 

property,  make up 98% of the biomass, and wild free living animals make only 2%. 

We have basically completely stolen the world, the earth,  from free living animals for 

use for ourselves [and our livestock]  (Will Tuttle, 2014 – online video). 

 

I think narratives of deep time needs to be developed in the sense of the deep present. What that 

means is the incredible complexity and process which goes into making the present a living 

moment of becoming - the convection currents in the molten core of the earth; the magnetic field it 

generates which acts as a shield from solar radiation. Why is mars dead? The tilt of the earth that 

makes the seasons and shapes life, the way the moon regulates the orbit of the earth round the 

sun, the Coriolis effect of the spin of the earth and the making of ocean  and atmospheric currents. 

The microbes that make up the bulk of our bodies, the ecologies we live in. All this inter-flow and 

so much more, makes life in the moment possible. As James lovelock says, our definition of life is 

too narrow, too based upon the biological organism,  

 

What I find so amazing, so terrible,  is that in the U.K. at least mainstream politics and media pays 

no serious attention to the scale of the crisis at all -  the us election, Brexit, the refugee crisis, the 



 

 

fiscal crisis  are NOTHING  compared with the environmental crisis. It is all human business as 

usual that politics and culture focuses upon - with rare exceptions such as here and similar 

 

Human exceptionalism – conjured and maintained by a toxic mix of political, theologic, modern 

science  ideologies ensures we, as a collective – sleep walk through these lands of deep 

desolation and destruction,  and probably  to our own doom. 

 

I am fully aware that messages and actions of hope are needed. We feed the birds in our garden. 

We get lots of them. I have organized putting up nest boxes all around our village and the bird life 

is pretty spectacular  – and I have published a flckr album of all the birds I have photographed. The 

farmland birds of the uk are in deep decline- in gardens and even urban green areas they still 

sustain 

 

There is hope where biodiversity in relation to flourishing cultures is surviving or even flourishing. 

This is anti-ecocide.  

 

We so need to story alternative worlds into being – the need is pressing against the windows of 

this building – the screens of our devices, the receptors of our senses, tracing through the fluids of 

our bodies, in every artifact in this room.  

 

I like the idea of narrative sabotage but how do you sabotage a machine so big with 

so much power and energy which we are woven into. 

 

We  need to be very grown up  about  the reality of the aggregate direction of travel. About the 

centre of gravity of the ecology of narratives which dominate how individual and collective 

identity and practices are created. This city - green efforts acknowledged - is really a giant 

production consumption machine. 

 

Nike spends a $100 dollars a second globally on what they call “demand creation”. Amplify that by 

all the capitalist agents in the world and the narratives of governments and theologies  to see the 

maelstrom of  consumptions and liberal narratives  pushing us to a bleak future – like Walter 

Benjamin’s  angel of history. We are force feed consumption narratives like pate de fois grass 

 geese. The Green mayor of Grenoble recently  banned city outdoor advertising – to get 

consumption out of people faces and make it a more relaxed and creative city. That is cool for sure 

 

Recently the Guardian newspaper printed an Article by MacFarlane  with quotes such as ‘what 

have we done’ and ‘our global legacy will not be love but plastic’. The Guardian comes wrapped in 



 

 

plastic. And is full of articles and images about consumption commodification and maximization of 

the liberal self.  

 

Some of us look back in wondering horror at the ecocide and genocide that played out as 

modernity gobbled up America and Australia and other ‘new world territories ’ . The Lewis and 

Clarke Expedition 1804 across America recorded an incredible set of landscapes, biodiversities 

and indigenous cultures. Two generations later much of that was gone or radically degraded / 

altered, stolen - ecocide.  Now we hear from the Sami people more recent narratives of attempted 

ecocide- in Sweden – one of the more ‘civilized modern states. And the Zuni tribe in the US. 

 

We are told this is the era of civilization built upon the enlightenment that replaced the dark ages. It 

is a lie, a tool of the forces that benefit from the current settlement of modern ideas. These are the 

darkest ages 

 

What haunts is not a simple loss of biodiversity and culture, but a loss of all the 

beauty, richness and complexity  of lost human / non-human life. And – and this is 

the point that next in line to go. The loss it to be lamented but it is cited by the WWF 

etc as an indicator of direction, of a warning about the fate of the remaining. 

 

To be erasing all this is a history / crime of such magnitude it makes any of the 

‘great’ and ‘tragic’ events of human history look like mere local mishaps. Michelle 

Bastian has observed that leatherback turtle numbers are depleted to  such an 

extent that whole traditional annual migration routes are lost, or just tattered 

remnants. So that is all the traditions, memories of places and practices  and 

routes, and the affective flames of departures and arrival and transit,  passed from 

generation to generation that is lost. The same story repeats and repeats and 

repeats.  

 

The clearing on the Indian lowland forests for railway sleepers in the 19th century - 

all the ecology, the elephant herds – gone. The more recent digging out of sand 

banks on  Indian rivers for building  and the loss of nest sites for the river crocs 

(Gharials); the ploughing  of the American prairies, which reduced rich millennia old 

habitats and all the life therein  to dust in the space of a decade. Hoare says in 

leviathan the whale stocks of the southern oceans were so devastated by hunting 



 

 

they have never really recovered. The streets of New York and other cities were lit 

with whale oil lamps.  UK hay meadows and wetlands rich with flowers and animals 

(as on the farm) – gone. 

 

Some have called for the advent of ‘ecological citizenship’ where the modern liberal self is 

disassembled and some other version of ‘the human’ is created. Changes to what humans 

are and how they live with nature have happened before – consider the Great Chain of 

Being, the Romantic Movement, and will happen again. 

But I feel it will only happen through some cataclysm – e.g. if all the ice melts (60 metres 

sea level rise) whole blue earth 

 

I think it is impossible for the modern human to be and ecological citizen. We are, or 

course,  ecological in the sense that we are inevitably embedded in everything . But this 

embeddedness is denied to us, invisible to us. The sheer strung out, opacity of modernity 

means we can have no sense of our ecological footprint. If we did maybe   more people 

would feel like stepping under a train. 

 

If we don’t manage to enact alternative worlds, life will continue, but much diminished in 

joy and richness  diminished as ecocide continues to unfold  around an within us. The era 

of lonliness.  Life may be for some at least - to tweak Hobbes  - Nasty Brutish and Long (if 

longevity research for modern humans gets anywhere) or we migrate our mental ecologies 

into machines  

 

We need to re-think what humans are and how they are in the world – go beyond the 

disastrous modern settlement of the liberal self – which is a sitting duck for capitalism to 

colonise and construct through the draw of consumption  - of Self fulfilment . We need to 

dismantle the prevailing ideologies, theologies – the nation state -  the family  gender 

structures, the theologies and so on.  

 

 
Life after capitalism is hard to imagine –  it's easier to imagine the end of the world than of 

capitalism as modernity. but then Ursula La Guinn said that this used to be so for life 

beyond the divine right  and absolute power of Kings. 

 

 What humans are and how they are in nature and the comos and polis has changed 



 

 

before and will change again.  

 

Obviously Best practice joined - up critical-creative thinking is what is needed. Maybe 

some good black swans are just waiting to swim up the waters of Stockholm. 

 

be post-human method and disciplinary. And go to wherever exciting transformative ideas 

AND practices are emerging.. I remain a provocative pragmatist (see my 2008 paper)  and 

thus a non-representationalist. 

 

We need science the STEM subjects (I guess - I feel obliged to say that)  but I see them 

really as massive extractive mining machines harnessed to what Visvanathan calls the  

‘vivisectional mandate’of modern  state and economy. and one of the most useful maxims 

is ‘if you are in a hole stop digging’  

 

As the translator and introducer of the three ecologies points out Guatarri shows that  the 

poets and the artists were often way ahead of the scientists.  

 

A final thought to leave you with 

 

There has been recent talk of sending a fleet of micro-space ships to other nearby stars – 

travelling on solar winds at almost the speed of light. Modern humans still striving for that success 

story.  We heard yesterday of the dream – of some -  for humanity to seed into the universe.  

 

I have proposed – on my blog - a campaign against modern human interstellar space travel 

research 

 

Most sci Fi films are about encounters with or invasions of terrifying aliens with super powers and 

terrible technologies.  

 

But, folks, We (modern humans) We are the monsters. We have done it before, sailing out over the 

deep space of the oceans to other worlds – or turning up in northern forests with chain saws. We 

must not be allowed to do so again.  

 

 

 


